PRODUCT DATA SHEET

BARACTIVE™ BASE FLUID

Product Description

BARACTIVE™ activator is used as a polar activator for all-oil drilling and coring fluids. In these fluids, BARACTIVE activator replaces water as the internal phase, allowing organophilic materials such as GELTONE® viscosifiers and DURATONE® filtration control agents to function more effectively.

Applications/Functions

» Provides an environment in which the organophilic lignites and clays can function more effectively
» Provides osmotic character

Advantages

» Effective in small concentrations
» Provides internal phase character to invert emulsions without addition of water
» Requires no shear
» Environmentally responsible

Typical Properties

» Appearance: Clear Liquid
» Specific gravity: 1.26
» Flash point: 390° (199°C)
» Solubility: Water soluble

Recommended Treatment

Add 0.5-5.0% by volume as necessary

Packaging

BARACTIVE activator is packaged in 5-gal (18.9-l) pails containing 52-lb (23.6-kg) net weight and in 55-gal (208-l) drums containing 579-lb (263-kg) net weight.